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Abstract 

We study revenue, entry, and possible collusion outcomes in the Chilean fishery with the longest record of 

individual transferable catch quotas allocated via public auctions. We examine 18 annual multi-object auctions 

and two different auction-designs at work. Based on results from a numerically calibrated auction model and 

econometric estimates, we claim that the repeated use of sequential oral auctions was particularly prone to bid-

rigging and facilitated entry deterrence. Yet, efficient entry was possible thanks to fully transferable quota rights. 

From these results, we highlight two conclusions: Firstly, when selling multiple production rights at a highly 

concentrated industry, repeatedly over time, auctioneers should avoid using sequential, English auctions. 

Secondly, transferable production rights help overcome inefficiencies that can arise from design flaws in the 

chosen mechanism for allocating those rights. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper discusses revenue collection, entry patterns, and possible collusion outcomes during two decades 

of yearly public auctions allocating individual transferable catch quotas (ITQs) in the Chilean seabass industrial 

fishery.1 Entry patterns include ITQs obtained at the auctions and the secondary market (via ITQ renting and 

buying). This case study has two peculiarities: (i) fishing quotas have been repeatedly auctioned over a long 

period, and (ii) auctioned ITQs are free of trading restrictions. Both features are very exceptional worldwide.2 

Thus, our analysis offers an attractive setting to study interplay effects between policy choices concerning the 

design of the auctioning mechanism itself and the design of the objects on offer. 

We argue that deficiencies in auctions- and object-design compromised both revenue collection and 

efficient entry. We conjecture that entry was initially deterred because of (collusive-like) bidding coordination 

among incumbent firms in the auctioning process. We argue that incumbents' bidding coordination was facilitated 

by wrong decisions about auction- and object-design. Nonetheless, ITQs' full transferability helped to reduce the 

entry barriers resulting from flawed auction-design decisions. Initial entry by efficient newcomers was possible 

thanks to a well-functioning resale quota market. 

In our analysis, we cannot affirm with certainty whether there was collusion at the auctions studied. Up to 

current times, no antitrust trial has been carried out concerning the possibility that bid rigging might have 

happened at the auctions studied in this paper. Thus, we develop indirect ways of analyzing this possibility. Two 

aspects help us unveil the likelihood that incumbent bidders would have succeeded in coordinating their bids, at 

least in some of the auctions analyzed.  

Firstly, within our sample period, we have an exogenous regime-shift concerning auction design. In the first 

stage, the auctioneer used English auctions. The seller introduced Dutch auctions afterward. Competitive 

auction theory predicts different expected bidding behavior and revenue outcomes for each case (under certain 

conditions). We draw on this theoretical literature in developing a numerically calibrated theoretical auction 

model (section 4) to discuss how empirical data, under both auction formats, compares to theoretical predictions 

about competitive bidding behavior. 
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Secondly, at some of the auctions, there were entry attempts by new rivals. These entry threats help us 

analyze bidding outcomes subject to changes in the expected intensity of bidding competition. These changes 

are related to regime shifts in the type of rivalry (bidding) game. Based on this evidence, we estimate an empirical 

model of awarding quota prices (section 5), with year-specific dummy variables capturing the impact of entry-

deterrence or (in other years) fight-for-leadership bidding behavior. Using the estimated coefficients for these 

dummies, we infer incumbents' willingness to pay to avoid rent dissipation associable to further entry into this 

fishery. We then ask whether our estimates of incumbents' pre-entry rents are consistent with imperfectly 

competitive, but not collusive, bidding behavior. 

Policy choices analyzed in this paper are related to the often-encountered policy issue of allocating multiple 

production rights repeatedly over time. This issue is present in many industries that rely on using natural 

resources or environmental endowments.3 Two policy issues arise when public tendering is the chosen allocation 

mechanism. (1) Object design, i.e., the definition of essential characteristics of the rights on offer: e.g., the rights' 

duration, transferability, divisibility, and homogeneity. And (2) auction design, i.e., the definition of the auction 

format (open or sealed bids, first- or second-price offers, simultaneous or sequential auctioning, the number of 

objects on offer) and its rules (the use of reserve prices, whether to give advantages to specific bidders, tie-

breaking rules, etc.). The auction designer's challenge is to align the policy goals with the options taken, ideally, 

at both design issues. 

However, given that auctioning production rights typically aim at limiting access to a scarce resource while 

also extracting payment for it, allocation processes often become conditioned by non-efficiency objectives, as 

the result of distributive considerations (Hahn 1984; Tietenberg 2006; Kroetz, Sanchirico and Lew 2015). These 

issues usually trigger protracted controversies. In this type of second-best world, policy choices must balance 

efficiency and non-efficiency (distributive) objectives. When facing this challenge, policymakers should be aware 

of cross-efficiency effects that can arise from choices made about the object- and auction-designs (e.g., 

Marszalec 2018). 

In policy practice, restrictions are often imposed on the object design of production rights to be allocated. 

Examples abound in the realm of tradable permit programs for the use of natural resources or environmental 
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endowments --including the allocation of catch quotas for commercial fisheries (Stavins 1995; Tietenberg 2006; 

Kroetz, Sanchirico and Lew 2015). A similar point has also been made regarding spectrum auctions (Hazlett 

2008). In spectrum auctions, a lot of attention has been given to rules governing the auctions and revenue 

outcomes (e.g., Klemperer 2004; Milgrom 2004). However, less analysis has been done about the 

consequences of imposing restraints on the use and trading of allocated spectrum licenses (Hazlett and Muñoz 

2009). 

As a result, discussions about the design of auctioning processes, both from theoretical and policy-applied 

viewpoints, usually emphasize the role of auction design more than object design's (Krishna 2002; Milgrom 2004; 

Klemperer 2004). In practice, auctioning processes' performance is mainly assessed in terms of auction design, 

relegating object design to a secondary role (Klemperer 2002, 2004). Unfortunately, when multiple management 

goals exist, giving too unequal weighting to object- and auction-design can lead to relevant efficiency losses. 

Some authors have argued that object design's regulatory restrictions can create economic inefficiencies that 

are not easily reverted in the affected final markets (Faulhaber 2006; Hazlett and Muñoz 2009; Hazlett, Porter 

and Smith 2011). 

This paper offers valuable evidence about efficiency-benefits obtained from using fully transferable 

production rights when other policy choices are imperfectly designed. We highlight policy implications for cases 

when multiple production rights are chosen to be auctioned. In our case study, auction-design had significant 

flaws that diminished the economic efficiency of the auctioning process. However, ITQs' full transferability helped 

to reduce those inefficiencies. Our analysis also provides evidence about the long-lasting Chilean experience 

using public auctions for allocating ITQs at industrial fisheries. Very little has been published on this (Peña-

Torres and Fernández 2010). 

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the general context of the auctioning process 

studied, the auctions' main policy goals, and the object- and auction-design choices. Section 3 reports stylized 

facts about entry and revenue collection patterns. It also describes features of the Chilean seabass industry and 

the auctions studied that facilitate collusion. All this evidence together raises doubts about the case of 

competitive bidding behavior. Section 4 presents a competitive auction model as a theoretical reference for our 
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analysis. Here, we compare empirical data to theoretical results. Afterward, section 5 reports the results from a 

reduced-equation estimation model, designed to explain variations in ITQs' awarding prices throughout the 

sequence of annual auctions. It also analyses whether our estimates are consistent with imperfectly competitive, 

but not collusive, market outcomes. Section 6 discusses (i) the nature of possible collusion at the auctions 

studied, (ii) why new rivals' entry initially occurred only through the resale quota market and not via auctions, 

and (iii) policy issues concerning auction- and object-design decisions, when multiple production licenses are 

chosen to be auctioned, repeatedly over time. Section 7 presents concluding remarks. Lastly, the appendices 

provide complementary information.  

2. ITQ Auctions: Design decisions 

Since the 1980s, economic efficiency rather than revenue was the Chilean government's principal motivation for 

using public auctions to allocate production rights in different industries. This approach was consistent with the 

then predominant support for market-based policies in Chile. The presumption was that auctions would produce 

a competitive entry market, unleashing rivalrous market forces that would allocate the natural resource to its 

most efficient users.4 In the fishing sector, the government also wanted to charge for exploiting the natural 

resource. As expected, this objective created great controversy. Distributive conflicts made it very difficult to 

agree on how to allocate ITQs at industrial fisheries initially. Protracted disagreements on this issue delayed for 

15 years a generalized introduction of ITQs in Chile. A generalized introduction of ITQs in Chile (for its industrial 

fisheries) occurred in February 2001. On this occasion, the predominant initial allocation mechanism was based 

on (free-of-charge) grandfathering (Peña-Torres, 2002a, b; Gómez-Lobo, Peña-Torres and Barría 2011). 

Nonetheless, the Chilean seabass industrial fishery was among a few others where its political economy 

context allowed for an earlier introduction of fully transferable ITQs. At the start of the ITQ auctioning process, 

the Chilean seabass fishery was at Infant Development (legal) status. This situation meant no significant sunk 

investments prevailed at that time in the fishery. This feature weakened incumbent fishermen’s historical rights 

claims.5 In this fishery, the initial ITQ allocation and subsequent quota re-allocations have all been carried out 

via yearly public auctions. These auctions have systematically occurred at December year t-1 (before starting 
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fishing year t). The first auction was in December 1992. In what follows, we denote each auction's year by the 

corresponding fishing year. Thus, the first auction is designated as the 1993 auction. 

The period studied (1993-2010) covers 18 annual auctions and two different auction-designs at work: oral 

ascending bid (English) auctions during 1993-2003; and oral descending bid (Dutch) auctions during 2004-2010. 

At each of these auctions, the Chilean government sequentially sold multiple quota rights. All along this period, 

fostering efficient entry was one of the government's primary motivations for using public auctions as an entry 

device at industrial fisheries. 

(2.1) Object design 

The Chilean fisheries law defines ITQs as licenses to fish a percentage of the total allowable annual catch (TAC). 

TACs are jointly decided each year by the fisheries regulator and the National Fisheries Council, the latter being 

a multi-party body representing different interest groups (Peña-Torres 2002a, b). ITQs in this fishery are 10-year 

valid. In the first auction, 90% of TAC was sold.6 ITQs sold at the first auction were defined as losing yearly 10% 

of their value. Thus 9% of the annual TAC was auctioned at each of the following (English) auctions. From the 

second auction onwards, auctioned ITQs were also 10-year valid but lost their value once-and-for-all at the end 

of its tenth year. Rules concerning the percentages of TAC to be yearly auctioned were defined, from the start 

of the auctioning process, in the fisheries law. 

The fisheries regulator (from now onwards Subpesca) divided the auctioned TAC, each year, into 

numerous fishing licenses. It was thought this selling strategy would increase the likelihood of smaller firms 

entering the market, which was then considered a desirable outcome. In the English auctions, each of the 

auctioned ITQs represented the same TAC percentage (the exception to this rule was the initial auction). In the 

Dutch auctions, ITQs sold at a given auction had different sizes (i.e., represented fishing rights over different 

percentages of TAC). During both English and Dutch auctions, all auctioned ITQs were fully divisible and freely 

transferable in the secondary market. Thus, auctioned ITQs could afterward be leased or sold with no restriction 

at all. However, there is no public record of quota trading prices. 

(2.2) Auction design 

The English phase (1993-2003 auctions) 
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In the first (1993) auction, the fisheries regulator sequentially sold 31 ITQ licenses in a single act. Three licenses 

provided (each one) fishing rights for 9% of TAC; eight other ITQs (each one) provided for 4.5% of TAC; ten 

additional ITQs (each one) corresponded to 1.8% of TAC. Regarding the remaining ten licenses, each one 

provided for 0.9% of TAC. 

 From the second year onwards, ITQs continued to be yearly auctioned. These ITQs were 10-year valid 

but lost their value once-and-for-all at the end of its tenth year. At each of these auctions, nine licenses were 

always sold, each one representing 1% of TAC.  

Other features of the English auctions were: (1) At each auction, oral ascending bids for the different ITQs 

were sequentially offered. The order at which different ITQs were offered was known in advance by all bidders. 

(2) In each auction, each license on offer represented the same percentage of TAC. (3) At each auction, a 

minimum selling price (PMin, expressed per 1% of fishing right over the TAC) was ex-ante defined by Subpesca. 

PMin was constant across all licenses sold at a given auction. Auction participants knew PMin weeks in advance 

the auction took place. (4) Each ITQ was granted to the highest bidding price (≥PMin). (5) Any participant could 

not buy, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of the TAC sold at each auction. But in practice, there was no 

rigorous checking on indirect ownership connections between bidders. Moreover, there was no upper limit on 

the TAC's total percentage that any participant could buy and accumulate during the series of yearly auctions. 

(6) Who could participate at ITQ auctions? Any Chilean citizen, any foreigner with definitive residence in Chile, 

and any company legally constituted in Chile. (7) Winning bids had to be paid in ten equal annual installments. 

Once auctioned ITQs had been allocated, winning bidders could default on any of the due annual installments, 

with the only consequence of losing the corresponding ITQ. 

The Dutch phase (2004-2010 auctions) 

Dutch auctions kept the features of oral bidding and sequential offering of multiple fishing rights at each auction. 

However, from the 2004 auction onwards, Subpesca modified some of the rules that had defined how to auction 

ITQs. A key motivation for these changes was to reduce the risk of collusion among auction participants. The 

main changes were: 
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a) ITQs' number and sizes on offer: From the 2004 auction onwards, Subpesca defined ITQs' number and size 

on offer (always as % of TAC) in a specific way to each auction. Under the new rule, at least two ITQs on 

offer could not be superior (each one) to 1% of TAC. The number of licenses on offer, their sizes, and the 

offering order at the next auction, were all known in advance by auction participants. 

b) A new auction format: From 2004 onwards, Dutch auctions started to be in use. When offering each license, 

the auctioneer started with an initial offering price. If no bidder was interested, the auctioneer kept offering 

lower prices until one bidder accepted the last price on offer. Then the bidder paid the final price offered.7  

c) From the 2004 auction onwards, PMin became unknown (pre- and post-auction) to all bidders. 

3. Stylized facts 

(3.1) Entry patterns 

Here we highlight how ITQ's tradability facilitated the entry of new competitors in this fishery. In the case of the 

single new entrant who kept operating in this fishery for more than a couple of years, out of five newcomers 

(harvesters) that entered this fishery during our study period, its initial years of fishing operations exclusively 

relied on ITQs obtained at the secondary market (Appendix 2). 

A new entry into this market is defined as follows. First, we define as 'incumbent' to all participants that 

bought ITQs at the first auction. At that time, all these firms were already fishing Chilean seabass within Chile's 

EEZ and TAC regulations did not exist. Later we describe the possibility that at least part of these firms could 

have been members of a bidding ring that possibly started to operate since the 1995 auction onwards 

(particularly during the English period). Second, we define as 'potential entrant' to any other (non-incumbent) 

firm that, after the first auction, participated at any of the following auctions and had no ownership relationship 

whatsoever with any incumbent (Table 1, row 10).8 We thus count as 'entrant' (or as an 'entry event') to any 

potential entrant who bought ITQs at auctions. Figure 1 summarizes all entry events that occurred between 

1993-2010. 
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Figure 1. Entry Events and (yearly average) Awarding Price (AP, USD/ton) of auctioned ITQs 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Source: Own elaboration based on Subpesca information. 
Notes: N = Number; AP = (fishing year-specific) average awarding price corresponding to a constant annuity (expressed 
in USD/ton of allocated fishing right) paid for the right to catch one ton of fish during a 10-year horizon. 

In Figure 1, AP is the average price paid, as a per-ton annuity, when acquiring all and each one of the ITQs 

auctioned at a given annual auction. Formally, the calculus of AP is provided by expression (1): 
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where: r=10%; 𝛼𝑥= total % (over annual TAC=Qt) of fishing rights (ITQs) allocated in the auction of December 

year x (for fishing year x+1); 𝑅𝑥+𝑡= Fiscal revenue in year x+t accruing from all ITQs allocated in the auction of 

December year x. The annual installments (𝑅𝑥+𝑡) are of constant value due to the prevailing rules of this 

auctioning process.9 

Even though this fishery was quite profitable all the 1990s (Isofish 1999), during the English period there 

were only two entry attempts via auctions, and both failed (Figure 1). Afterward, five newcomers entered during 

the Dutch phase, but only one kept operating in this fishery for more than two years (see Appendix 2). Before its 

first ITQ acquisition via auctions (in 2006), this entrant had regularly fished Chilean seabass during the eight 

previous years. It initially operated only via ITQ renting; later, it combined both ITQ renting and buying. But all 

these operations were always done with ITQs acquired through the secondary market. Once this entrant started 

to buy ITQs at auctions, it did so as part of a market-share (and quota-ownership) consolidation strategy 

(Appendix 2).  
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Table 1. ITQ yearly auctions (Chilean seabass industrial fishery) 
(Auctions occurring in December before starting each fishing year) 

Fishing Year → 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

(1) Auctioned tons 
 

4,500 450 585 675 540 540 405 405 378 378 315 315 270 513 270 300 300 300 

(% of TAC) (90) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (19) (10) (10) (10) (10) 

(2) Collected Revenue 
(nominal USD MM) 

7.32 0.89 8.97 0.49 0.40 0.37 0.25 0.24 4.30 0.19 0.15 0.93 3.53 4.51 2.14 2.40 11.60 3.68 

(3) Yearly average Awarding Price 
(APt), nominal USD/ton a/ 

288 197 1812 86 66 63 51 53 1086 49 43 277 1177 774 763 857 3999 1225 

(4) (APt/Pt
Min) 

b/ 4.1 4.4 26.8 1.2 1.2 1.06 1.01 1.06 20.8 1.02 1.01 * * * * * * * 

(5) CV of awarding (APit) prices (%) 

c/ 
7.9 3.4 16.4 1.5 3.7 1.6 0.1 1.6 31.8 0.1 0.4 17.4 88.2 23.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

(6) Export (fob) Price d/ 
(nominal USD M/processed ton) 

3.59 5.23 6.99 6.21 6.20 5.44 9.03 8.50 6.83 8.15 9.59 10.45 14.24 14.47 14.12 15.76 15.83 16.98 

(7) = (3)/(6) e/ (%) 8.0 3.8 25.9 1.4 1.1 1.2 0.6 0.6 16.0 0.6 0.4 2.7 8.3 5.3 5.4 5.4 25.3 7.2 

(8) Total N of participants f/ 9 7 9 7 7 7 5 7 6 5 4 5 14 6 5 5 5 4 

(9) N of participants with no quota 
buying f/ 

2 3 5 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 10 1 1 0 1 0 

(10)  N of potential entrants f/ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 9 3 2 2 3 1 

(11)  HHI g/ 2366 2832 2758 1921 4671 4952 3001 2774 3302 5532 4865 4773 2750 2456 2744 2353 3212 3313 

(12)  Index = (6)/Diesel Price h/ 
       (value 1994=100) 

66.4 100.0 144.8 133.6 132.1 110.3 183.9 205.3 128.6 131.1 175.3 175.0 202.5 134.3 95.7 104.6 75.0 140.5 

Source: Own elaboration based on Subpesca's data on auctions, landing, and export data; regarding (12): Comisión Nacional de Energia; Chilean Central Bank (exchange rates). 
M: thousand; MM: million; N: Number; *: Non-available. 
a/: APt = constant awarding price (expressed as a yearly average, in USD/ton), specific to the allocated ITQs at each annual auction, paid yearly for the right to catch one ton of fish over a 10-year horizon. 
b/: Ratio between the average selling price (AEP) of the licenses auctioned at year t and the minimum selling price ex-ante defined by Subpesca for year t auction. 
c/: Coef. of Variation = (St. Deviation/Average), calculated based on (year-specific) per-ITQ awarding prices.  
d/: Yearly average export (fob) price of frozen fillets (average at year t when the auction occurs at December year t-1). It is the predominant product format at this fishery (average conversion rate of about 
68%). Between 1997-2010 frozen-fillet exports were 84% of total export volume. The other 16% were fresh-chilled export products.  
e/: Here, both prices are first expressed in USD/ton, and then the % is calculated. 
f/: These numbers consider pairs (or groups) of firms that have been consolidated (each pair/group) into a single competitive entity when the pair (group) has the same controlling party.  
g/: This index is based on per-firm landed volumes (in Chile) of Chilean seabass catches. 
h/: Both (unit) prices in this ratio are expressed in USD. Then the ratio is defined as an index value.  
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Regarding the other (four) newcomers that entered this fishery via ITQ buying at Dutch auctions (see Table 

A2.1 at Appendix 2), they either failed to achieve a profitable operation scale (none of them managed to own 

more than 5% of TAC before exiting this fishery) or could not secure adequate international access to markets. 

In these four cases, we cannot speak of successful (sustainable) entry.  

As a summary of these entry dynamics, Table 2 reports the probability of surviving N years operating in 

this fishery, conditional to first entry type, i.e., the market channel by which first entry (per firm) occurred. This 

probability becomes zero for N>2 when 'first entry' occurs through ITQ buying (either at auctions or through the 

secondary market). In contrast, in entry events with N >2, 'first entry' always occurred through ITQ renting (at 

the secondary market).  

Table 2. The probability of staying in the market for at least N years, conditional to the first-entry type 

First-entry type (its market channel)  

Number (N) of surviving years 

2 3 4 5 6 

ITQ buying (at auction) 1/4 0 0 0 0 

ITQ buying (at secondary market) 0 0 0 0 0 

ITQ renting (at secondary market) 1 1 1 2/3 1/3 

Notes: (1) "Staying in the market" is defined as having positive landings in the corresponding year. (2) Table 2 was built based 
on information in Table A2.2 (Appendix 2); e.g., Table A2.2 shows that four firms entered this fishery through ITQ buying at 
auctions, as its first-entry event. However, only one of them survived for at least two years. 

Which economic logic could underlie these entry patterns? In the industry studied, producers need to pay 

for high fixed sunk costs and get reliable (longer-term) access to (few and large) international wholesale brokers, 

who invest heavily in country-specific brand equity positioning (Appendix 1). Thus, an initial entry with a small 

scale would fit a lower-risk entry strategy. It would first allow to gradually get knowledge on distribution channels 

and other specificities of end-consumer markets. Afterward, once secured proper access to international 

distribution networks, the entrant could expand its production scale, now investing further in ITQ ownership. 

(3.2) Market features that facilitate collusion 

There are several characteristics of the Chilean seabass industry and the auctions studied that facilitate 

collusion: 
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(i) Barriers to entry in this industry are significant (Appendix 1). As a result, all along the period analyzed, 

the set of firms potentially submitting bids was small and relatively stable (see Table 1 and Appendix 3). 

Also, these firms all use similar production processes and face similar cost structures (Kaufmann 2013).10 

Besides, since most cost changes in this industry probably affect all firms similarly, it is unlikely that 

substantial informational advantages prevail in this market. In this industry, there is a low likelihood of 

disruptive innovation.  

(ii) During the period studied, all incumbents belonged to one or another of two (fishing) Trade Associations 

through which bidding firms had many opportunities to communicate with each other (see Appendix 3). 

The same producers often encounter one another in more than one (export) market (Isofish 1999). 

Multimarket contact in a repeated market setting can reduce incentives to compete fiercely (Berheim and 

Whinston 1990).   

(iii) Few large wholesalers control the distribution networks at significant export markets; wholesalers invest 

heavily in brand equity positioning (Appendix 1). As a result, the final demand for Chilean seabass is 

relatively insensitive to price changes. Chilean seabass, whether in fresh or frozen format, has not close 

substitutes in other whitefish (Kaufmann 2013). Demand's price insensitivity can reinforce incumbent 

suppliers' incentives to deter new entry, to avoid entry-triggered profit dissipation at final markets. If bid-

rigging were possible, incumbent suppliers would have incentives to sharing the costs of preventing 

newcomers' access via auctions (Peña-Torres and Fernández 2010). 

Regarding features of the auctioning process itself that facilitate collusion: 

(iv) Auctioned ITQs are classifiable as homogeneous products. All bidders know ex-ante and with precision, 

which % of TAC is embedded in each ITQ on offer and can reasonably estimate how many tons of fishing 

rights are associable with it. Besides, competition at the auctions occurs only via price. Both features 

simplify bidding coordination. 

(v) During the English period, the number and size of ITQs offered at the incoming auction, and at all future 

English auctions, were known before starting the 1993 auction (Subpesca’s Resolution No 152, 1992). 

During the Dutch phase, the number and size of ITQs offered at the incoming auction were known weeks 
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in advance. Knowledge about the number and size of the objects for sale helps buyers to divide a market 

better. Bidders can thus arrange equitable sharing if they know in advance the number and size of the 

items for sale (Phillips, Menkhaus, and Coatney 2003).  

(vi) During both English and Dutch auctions, prospective bidders at each incoming auction were known 

weeks in advance. Each potential participant had to register at a Subpesca's public register previously. 

Moreover, during the whole English phase, the minimum awarding price (per 1% of TAC-fishing right) 

was known weeks before starting the incoming auction.  

(vii) The yearly regularity of ITQ auctions may have helped increase the discounted value of continued 

collusion compared to deviation from any agreement. The predictability of future auctions allows threats 

of future retaliation in response to deviations to be credible. Familiarity and repeated interaction over the 

multiple objects sold at a given auction, and then over numerous annual auctions, facilitate to develop 

coordination between a reduced set of potential buyers. Furthermore, public knowledge about each bid 

and bidders' identity allows possible cartel members to detect deviations from cartel agreements.  

Many of the features above coincide with factors that appear in standard checklists that competition 

authorities use worldwide for predicting the likely emergence of coordinated (collusive-like) effects: few firms, 

high degree of market transparency, high frequency of firms' interactions, low likelihood of disruptive innovation, 

long-term commitment of (many of) the incumbent firms to the market, standardization of the product and 

difficulty of entry by new firms (Klemperer 2008). 

(3.3) Revenues and competition among bidders 

Figure 2 and Table 1 (row 4) show possible signs of bidders' collusion, particularly during the English phase. 

First, as the auctions' sequence was unfolding, per-firm quota allocations at the auctions gradually 

converged to preserve incumbents' shares in quota ownership. This result is shown by the indicator C=[1-

Corr(A,B)], see Figure 2. Corr(A,B) is the correlation between vector A= {incumbents' shares in ITQ ownership 

at year t, just preceding the auction for fishing year t+1} and vector B = {incumbents' buying shares in ITQs sold11 

for fishing year t+1}. 
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Figure 2. Market-share preserving behavior and Awarding Price (AP) of auctioned ITQs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Own elaboration based on Subpesca information. 

Corr(A,B) gradually converged towards the unitary value during most of the English auctions (since 1995). 

This result is consistent with market-share-preserving bidding behavior. It is well-documented that market-share-

preserving behavior can be a straightforward mechanism for sustaining inter-firm (collusive-like) coordination 

(Motta 2004; Hendricks and Porter 2007; Connor 2008). Though shorter-lived (2005-2008), a similar 

convergence is again observed during the Dutch phase. It seems that market-share-preserving behavior was 

somehow disrupted by introducing the Dutch auctions and the entry pressures that came along with it (more on 

this later). 

Second, during the English phase, average awarding (AP) prices gradually converged towards PMin (see 

row 4, Table 1), with the exceptions of the 1995 and 2001 auctions. In all the auctions analyzed, Subpesca 

yearly set PMin with the single purpose of recovering the administrative costs of carrying out the auctions (pers. 

comm. with Subpesca's staff). Thus, PMin was unrelated to any proxy of ITQs' market value. As PMin was known 
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(i.e., sharing the cost of) successful deterrence of newcomers' entry. Entry deterrence at auctions would allow 

incumbents to protect their profits at end-consumer markets.  
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(row 4, Table 1). In what follows, we argue that these price spikes cannot be solely explained as the result of 

demand or supply shocks in post-auction markets. Awarding prices at these two auctions were affected by 

newcomers' entry attempts, which triggered incumbents' entry-deterrence bidding behavior (Peña-Torres and 

Fernández 2010). However, we argue that differences between such price spikes and average AP prices in the 

other English auctions cannot be explained as expected bidding behavior at competitive auctions. That is, where 

auction participants behave as rival bidders, without any (collusive-like) bidding coordination. 

What about the Dutch auctions? At first glance, it seems that the design changes made at the start of the 

Dutch period did succeed in creating stronger bidding competition and higher revenues (see Table 1 and Figure 

1). From the 2004 auction onwards, average AP prices did increase, relative to the English phase. Nonetheless, 

a closer look at the facts raises doubts about how genuinely competitive the whole sequence of auctions may 

have been. 

Expected results (assuming risk neutrality) at multi-bidder auction models suggest that, in the absence 

of bidders' collusion, English auctions should generate higher or at most equal revenues than Dutch auctions. 

Information revealed during an English auction's bidding process helps bidders adjust their expectations on 

rivals' next bids. Thus, other things equal, more aggressive bidding should be expected at English auctions 

(Krishna 2002). With interdependent values and affiliated signals12, the basic theoretical prediction is that 

revenues should be higher under the English format. Whereas in the absence of interdependency among 

bidders' valuations, expected results predict revenue equivalence between both auction formats.13  

The fact that revenues during the Dutch auctions went precisely in the opposite direction, relative to 

competitive auction theory's predictions (see Figure 2 and Table 1), raises doubts about the assumption of 

incumbents' competitive bidding behavior. This doubt especially applies to the English phase. 

Even though AP prices at the Dutch auctions were on average higher than at the English phase, prices 

at the Dutch period could still be lower than those expected in a genuinely competitive auctioning setting. We 

now analyze revenue yields resulting from a numerically calibrated (theoretical) competitive auction model to 

explore this possibility. Afterward, we discuss a reduced-equation econometric model. 
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4. Revenues in a calibrated theoretical model 

Here we set up a competitive auction model as a theoretical reference for our analysis. It assumes that multiple 

independent bidders participate in a competitive auction process. Bidders compete for rights to catch a given 

percentage of fish stock. Different quota permits are auctioned sequentially at a given annual auction. There are 

several yearly auctions. The whole sequence of yearly auctions is assumed to be competitive, i.e., without 

bidders' collusive arrangement. 

Table 1 (rows 2, 8, and 10) suggests that revenue fluctuations could be related to the degree of competition 

at the auctions studied, if the number of participants or the number of potential entrants are reasonable proxies 

for the expected intensity of bidding rivalry. To explore this idea further, we need a theoretical model. 

We consider a numerally calibrated theoretical first-price sequential auction model, assuming (N>1) risk-

neutral bidders and multiple (T>1) objects sequentially offered at each auction. It is a competitive auction 

benchmark as it presumes that any profit-arbitrage opportunity --between objects sold at a given auction— is 

entirely dissipated in equilibrium. Starting from a theoretical model presented by Salant (2014, ch. 6), we develop 

numerically calibrated solutions based on stylized facts of the sequence of auctions studied. Appendix 4 

describes the basic features of the model and simulation exercise. 

We model a first-price auction because its equilibrium is equivalent (under quite general conditions) to a 

Dutch auction's solution. Moreover, under our reference model's assumptions, including the absence of affiliated 

signals, there will be revenue equivalence between English and Dutch auctions (Krishna, 2002).14 Therefore, 

under our model's premises and the calibrations made, we can directly compare the reference model's 

theoretical results with the auctioning results observed at the English and Dutch phases of our case study. 

Figure 3 compares actual (collected) revenues (dashed line) with the predicted revenues (denoted as Rev.) 

from our reference model. Panel 3A shows that actual revenues are systematically below the model's 

predictions, both at the English and Dutch phases (there are very few exceptions to this pattern; more on this 

later). Panel 3B shows the ratio R= [Actual Revenues/Theoretical Revenues]. 
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Figure 3 

  (A) Actual versus Theoretical Revenues    (B) R= [Actual Revenue/Theoretical Revenue] 

 
Note: Our calibrations are based on stylized facts about bidders' (observed) buying patterns. We assume the two biggest bidders demand 
(each one) four objects at each auction, while all remaining bidders demand, each one, X objects per auction. X's value is subject to 
sensibility analysis in our calibration of the analytical solution to the model. We report resulting revenues for X= (1.5; 2; 2.5). 
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consolidation strategy (see Appendix 2).  
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low (actual) revenue years and price-spiked auctions cannot be explained as the result of a competitive (non-

collusive) auctioning setting.  

In standard competitive auction models, expected awarding prices are positively affected by the total 

number of bidders (e.g., see equation A4.1 in Appendix 4). A primary result in these models is that more bidders, 

other things equal, lead to more intense bidding competition. Thus, equilibrium bids will represent a higher 

percentage of bidders' real valuations. However, in these models, it does not matter if bidders are incumbents 

or potential entrants (Krishna 2002). Yet, if new entrants can lead to more competitive post-auction markets, 

incumbents will have a good reason to raise their bids at the auctioning of quota rights. The latter, as an entry 

deterrence strategy to avoid further profit dissipation in final markets. This hypothesis is not included in our 

theoretical model, where the identity of auction participants is irrelevant. In an entry deterrence scenario, 

interesting new questions arise. For example, how much rent would be protected by avoiding new rivals' entry? 

And would those rents be consistent with imperfectly competitive, but not collusive, market outcomes?   

To further explore these ideas, we present an econometric model that controls for primary determinants of 

ITQs' market value. We aim to empirically explain variations in AP prices paid at different annual auctions. 

Control variables will include auction-theory and post-auction market determinants. Among other controls, we 

have the total number of participants –also the number of potential entrants-- at each auction and a proxy 

variable for the degree of industrial concentration at post-auction (final) markets. Thus, the empirical model 

allows for incumbents' access to infra-marginal or oligopolistic rents at end-consumer markets. Newcomers' 

entry --via ITQ buying at auctions-- could dissipate those rents. The null hypothesis will be that standard controls 

from a competitive auction setting, including entry-deterrence and market-share consolidation effects, can 

reasonably explain the AP variations observed in our sample data. The alternative hypothesis is that additional 

arguments (e.g., collusive bidding coordination) are needed to explain the data better. 

5. An empirical model to explain awarding prices 

We do not know for sure whether there was collusion at the auctions studied.15 Therefore, we develop an indirect 

way of testing the possibility that bid-rigging might have occurred in at least some of the auctions studied. We 

have data just on winning bids, not on losing offers. Thus, we cannot use identification techniques as those 
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proposed in Bajari and Ye (2003) or Aryal and Gabrielli (2013). Neither do we have direct data on bidders' costs 

or economic returns, as other empirical analyses on collusion do (Rees 1993). Instead, our identification strategy 

consists, intuitively, of the following. 

If successful bid-rigging did occur, in at least some of the auctions studied, it would imply that incumbents16 

simply had too many profits to lose by giving others (not colluded newcomers) a share in the incumbents' pre-

entry rents. Hence, we use observed AP prices paid in price-spiked auctions (linked to entry-deterrence or fight-

for-leadership bidding behavior) to estimate incumbents' willingness to pay to avoid rent dissipation associable 

with further entry into this fishery. We evaluate this willingness to pay by using dummy variables that control for 

(year-specific) price-spiked auctions, after controlling for other determinants of awarding prices. Suppose these 

dummies' estimated coefficients result in statistically significant price effects. In that case, we can ask if the rents 

implicit in those estimates can be explained as the result of imperfectly competitive, but not collusive, market 

behavior. 

(5.1) Empirical model, data, and variables 

The unit of observation is each auctioned ITQ. For each ITQ sold during 1993-2010 (170 ITQs sold in total), we 

have Subpesca's data on the corresponding awarding price and the percentage right over annual TACs 

(measured in tons) embedded in each ITQ. As ITQs have 10-year validity, ITQ buyers need to form an 

expectation about future TACs during that horizon. We proxy expected future TACs by the yearly-average TAC 

of the last three previous years to the corresponding auction date.17 

 Awarding prices (APit) per auctioned ITQ (i denotes each ITQ sold and t the fishing year) are expressed as 

CLP/ton of fishing right. The Fisheries Law makes it compulsory to pay the annual installments in Chilean pesos 

(CLP). APit values are defined as a constant per-ton annuity paid for the expected annual flow of catch tons 

accruing (over ten years) from the fishing rights embedded in each ITQ. The calculus of APit follows the same 

logic of calculus as the (auction t-average) APt values of equation (1); in the APit case we have an object i-

specific (𝛼𝑡𝑖) percentage (over TAC) of fishing rights embedded in each ITQ sold. Thus, in our empirical model, 

each ITQ's quantity variable corresponds to the 'equivalent tons' of fishing rights embedded in each ITQ. Denote 

this variable by qit.18 This quantity metric is ITQ-specific because of the percentage term 𝛼𝑖𝑡 and is also time 
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(yearly)-varying because of the expected value �̅�𝑡  (see expression 1). The time-discounting factor, incorporated 

in the ‘equivalent tons’ metric, introduces only a scaling effect. It does not affect the time variability of this metric 

when we compare across auctioned ITQs. 

 Willingness to pay for ITQs on offer depends, conditional on expected future TACs, on variables affecting 

the profitability of catching Chilean seabass and selling it as processed product at final (export) markets (see 

Appendix 1). Regarding the supply of ITQs to be auctioned, the proportion of TAC annually auctioned 

corresponds to a fixed percentage defined in the Fisheries Law. Concerning TAC levels, during all our sampling 

period, TACs were annually set through a joint decision process involving Subpesca, the executive and 

resolutive regulatory fisheries agency, and the National Fisheries Council, an advisory entity composed of public 

and private sectors' representatives. 

 In the case of the (industrial) fraction of the Chilean seabass fishery subject to ITQ auctioning19, it seems 

reasonable to assume that TAC-setting is fundamentally based on biological and environmental considerations 

and, therefore, mostly independent from other factors affecting the demand price for auctioned ITQs. Lobbying 

pressures from industrial vested interests in this fishery are expected to be relatively ineffective (relative to labor-

intensive fisheries): this fishery is capital-intensive, mostly controlled by foreign capital, and with low levels of 

local labor employment (Peña-Torres 2019). Hence, our empirical model will consider a fully price-inelastic 

supply of (expected) tons of fishing rights embedded in the ITQs on offer at each auction. Besides, we have no 

access to reliable data about additional exogenous regressors that could help identify a supply function for 

expected tons of annual TACs. 

 For explaining APit prices paid for auctioned ITQs, we consider control variables that are related, on the 

one hand, to expected profitability in final (export) markets; and, on the other, controls related to the expected 

intensity of bidding competition at the auction itself.  

 In the former group of controls, we include (i) fishing year-t national average export (FOB) price of the 

predominant processed product (frozen fillets20) exported by Chile-based producers of Chilean seabass. This 

price is expressed in (nominal USD/ton of processed product) and denoted by Fobt. If the auctions studied were 

–consistently-- competitive markets, we would expect a non-negative (probably positive) relationship between 
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APit prices and Fobt. (ii) Fishing year-t average nominal exchange rate (denoted by Ratet and expressed as 

CLP/USD). Most Chilean seabass production is exported, and about half of it goes to the US.21 Thus, we use 

Ratet as a control for annual variations in the exchange rate between the Chilean currency (CLP) and one of the 

most relevant foreign currencies in this export business. While seabass sales are fully tradable, as some costs 

(e.g., diesel) also are, other costs are expected to be non-tradable (e.g., labor's fixed wages). Thus, the Chilean 

currency's depreciation is expected to increase Chilean seabass exports' profitability. Therefore, a priori, under 

competitive auctions, we expect a positive relationship between APit and Ratet. (iii) Fishing year-t national 

average diesel price. It is expressed in (CLP/m3) and denoted by Dieselt. Diesel accounts for a relevant share 

of total operating costs in the Chilean seabass fishing business (Peña-Torres 2019). If Chilean seabass 

exporters could not have a full (diesel) cost pass-through to export prices, with competitive auctions, we would 

expect a negative relationship between APit and Dieselt.22 (iv) Herfindahl-Hirschman Index at fishing year t, 

denoted by HHIt and measured from (per-firm) market shares in total annual landings. HHIt is a proxy for the 

expected intensity of competition at (post-auction) final markets. If per-firm supply quantities are capacity-

constrained (e.g., due to binding TACs or limited access to international marketing networks), and the number 

of rival wholesale suppliers is not too large (see Appendix 1), final (export) markets could resemble a Cournot 

(imperfectly competitive) oligopolistic setting (Kreps and Scheinkman 1983). In this case, under competitive 

auctions, we would expect a positive correlation between the degree of industrial concentration (HHI)23, firms' 

profits, and awarding prices for auctioned ITQs. 

 Regarding controls for the expected intensity of bidding competition at the auction itself, we consider the 

following: (v) Number of participants at each (fishing year t) auction. Denote this variable by Nt.  Subpesca 

registers the identity of all participants at each auction. Our calculus of Nt considers pairs (or groups) of firms 

that have been consolidated (each pair/group) into a single competitive entity when the pair (or group) has the 

same controlling party. In (imperfectly) competitive auction markets, standard auction theory predicts a positive 

relationship (other things equal) between awarding prices and Nt (Appendix 4). (vi) Number of potential entrants 

at each (fishing year t) auction (see section 3). Denote this variable by P_Entryt. We conjecture that potential 

entrants are less likely to have been part of bid-rigging. Thus, more potential entrants should be associated with 
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a higher (expected) intensity of bidding competition; so, a priori, we expect a positive relationship between 

P_Entryt and APit. 

 Our model also considers the following (initial set of) dummy controls: (a) D93 is a dummy that controls for 

singularities that may have been present at the first auction, where 90% of TAC was initially auctioned. D93 

takes the value of 1 for the fishing year 1993 and zero otherwise. Given the importance of ITQs' initial allocation, 

other things equal, we expect a positive correlation between D93 and APit. (b) We include a dummy that controls 

specificities associated with each of the two auction-designs in operation during our study period. Denote this 

control by ENG. It takes the unitary value during years with English auctions and zero otherwise. Given that APt 

prices were (on average) lower during the English period than in the Dutch phase (see Figure 1), we expect a 

negative coefficient for ENG. (c) We also control for years at which awarding prices spiked. In some of these 

years, there were failed entry attempts by newcomers (see Appendix 2). Dummy D95 controls for a failed entry 

attempt at the 1995 auction. D95 takes the value of 1 for the fishing year 1995 and zero otherwise. Dummy D01 

controls for another failed entry attempt that occurred at the 2001 auction. It takes the value of 1 for the fishing 

year 2001 and zero otherwise. Dummy D05 (equals 1 for the 2005 auction and zero otherwise) controls for an 

idiosyncratic big jump in the number of potential new entrants that participated at the 2005 auction (see Figure 

1). Finally, the annual dummies D09 and D10 control for a specific 'fighting-for-leadership' rivalry which was then 

unfolding between the two largest Chilean seabass industry's firms. The 2009-2010 auctions were part of a 

consolidation stage for a new market leader in this business (see Appendix 2). In posterior versions of our 

estimations, we decided to average some of these dummies' estimated effects to get more parsimonious results. 

Thus, dummy Eng-Spikes averages the outcomes obtained for D95 and D01. It takes the unitary value for both 

years 1995 and 2001, and zero otherwise. Similarly, dummy Consolidation equals 1 for both fishing years 2009-

2010, and zero otherwise. Therefore, our initial empirical model is given by: 

𝑄𝑡 = ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑡
𝑇
𝑖=1 = 𝛼0𝑡 + 𝜂𝑡        (2) 

𝐴𝑃𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑞𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽j𝐷𝑡 + 𝛾𝑥𝑍𝑡+𝜀𝑖𝑡       (3) 

Qt is the total equivalent tons auctioned at fishing year t, i is the item (ITQ) being auctioned, T is the number of 

objects offered at year-t auction, and qit denotes the equivalent tons embedded in each auctioned ITQ. Equation 
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(2) represents the price-inelastic supply of ITQs offered at each yearly auction; 𝛼0𝑡 is a year-specific constant 

and 𝜂𝑡 is a random error. 

 As Qt supply is largely price-inelastic and, therefore, exogenous concerning APit, our estimation exercise 

focuses exclusively on the reduced-equation (3), which combines supply and demand determinants to explain 

awarding prices APit. Dt is the vector of dummies previously described (j= 1, 2, …,7); Zt is the vector of non-

dichotomic controls (x= 1, 2, …,6) that are related to profitability at export markets and the expected intensity of 

bidding competition at each auction; and 𝜀𝑖𝑡 is a random error. All non-dichotomic variables are expressed in 

natural logs in the estimation model, and all CLP-expressed price variables are in constant (real) 1993 money 

(the deflator used is the Chilean CPI). Table 3 provides descriptive statistics of the variables. 

Table 3. Data Summary (estimation sample) 
(Non-dichotomic variables: in natural logs; prices in CLP: in constant 1993 money) 

Variable (unit) N Mean SD Min Max Source 

APit (CLP/ton fishing right) 170 11.374 1.304 9.756 17.880 
Own elaboration, based on 
Subpesca’s register on 
ITQ auctions 

qit (equiv. tons per ITQ) 170 5.696 0.539 4.454 7.353 idem 

Qt (total equiv. tons  

sold at year-t auction) 
170 8.165 0.744 7.450 9.655 idem 

ENG 170 0.723 0.448 0.000 1.000 idem 

Dieselt (CLP/m3) 170 11.301 0.346 10.878 12.246 
National Commission of 
Energy; Ministry of Energy 

Fobt (USD/processed ton) 170 8.937 0.500 8.186 9.740 Chilean Customs Office 

 Ratet (CLP/USD) 170 6.202 0.185 5.983 6.539 Chilean Central Bank 

N* 170 6.782 2.228 3 14 
Subpesca's register on 
auctions' participants 

E (dummy) 170 0.100 0.300 0 1 Idem 

F (dummy) 170 0.494 0.501 0 1 idem 

P_Entryt * 170 0.917 1.815 0 9 
Own elaboration, based on 
Subpesca's register on 
auctions' participants  

HHIt 170 8.060 0.300 7.561 8.620 
Own elaboration, based on 
Subpesca’s landing 
reports. 

D93 170 0.182 0.387 0.000 1.000 Own elaboration 

D95 170 0.058 0.235 0.000 1.000 Idem 

D01 170 0.052 0.224 0.000 1.000 Idem 

D05 170 0.035 0.185 0.000 1.000 Idem 

D09 170 0.041 0.199 0.000 1.000 Idem 

D10 170 0.041 0.199 0.000 1.000 Idem 
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N: Number of observations (auctioned ITQs); SD: standard deviation.  
*: It does not include the log transformation. 
 

We also included two other dummy variables in posterior versions of our estimations: dummy E equals 1 

when the ITQ on offer is bough by an entrant, and zero otherwise. And dummy F equals 1 when the ITQ buyer 

is not part of group A1 of incumbents, and zero otherwise. Recall that group A1 includes those firms most 

strongly suspected of being part of a possible bidding cartel. 

(5.2) Estimation results 

Table 4 reports our preferred estimation results. All of them consider robust standard errors, so they control for 

possible heteroscedasticity.24 We also tested for autocorrelation in the residuals. We fail to reject the null of no-

autocorrelation for all models reported in Table 4 (see Appendix 5). Qualitative results reported in Table 4 were 

strongly robust in other model specifications as well.25 Therefore, Table 4 reports models with very stable, 

statistically significant results and underlying assumptions that are economically logical and coherent. 

Table 4. Estimation results for preferred models  
(Ln(APit) as the endogenous variable; 170 observations) 

 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 

Ln(qit) -0.075*** -0.077*** -0.079***    
 (0.019) (0.019) (0.022)    
Ln(Qt)    -1.091*** -1.118*** -1.268*** 
    (0.135) (0.169) (0.220) 
ENG -1.535*** -1.500*** -1.441*** -1.068*** -1.018*** -0.870*** 
 (0.144) (0.150) (0.176) (0.156) (0.185) (0.235) 
Ln(Dieselt)  1.355***  1.433***  1.422***  0.478***  0.533***  0.398** 
 (0.089) (0.124) (0.134) (0.072) (0.070) (0.110) 
Ln(Fobt) -1.051*** -1.062*** -1.023*** -1.169*** -1.193*** -1.222*** 
 (0.176) (0.181) (0.182) (0.176) (0.176) (0.188) 
Ln(Ratet) -0.995*** -1.106*** -1.063*** -1.026*** -1.115*** -1.049*** 
 (0.319) (0.373) (0.350) (0.312) (0.362) (0.350) 
Ln(HHIt) -0.489*** -0.481*** -0.489*** -0.367*** -0.354*** -0.344*** 
 (0.070) (0.073) (0.071) (0.077) (0.081) (0.086) 
D93  0.145*  0.150*  0.135*  2.127***  2.179***  2.412*** 
 (0.084) (0.087) (0.077) (0.257) (0.326) (0.401) 
D05 -0.270 -0.319 -0.392 -3.477** -3.585** -4.394** 
 (0.405) (0.404) (0.374) (0.307) (0.443) (0.569) 
Eng-Spikes  2.641***  2.637***  2.635***  2.182***  2.173***  2.068*** 
 (0.110) (0.112) (0.112) (0.130) (0.145) (0.159) 
Consolidation  1.082***  1.078***  1.092***  1.106***  1.086***  1.115*** 
 (0.061) (0.070) (0.058) (0.054) (0.075) (0.058) 
P_Entryt  0.172***  0.178***  0.175***  0.563***  0.577***  0.662*** 
 (0.042) (0.041) (0.039) (0.039) (0.057) (0.072) 
F∙Ln(Dieselt)  -0.139   -0.116  

  (0.085)   (0.093)  
F∙Ln(Fobt)   0.048    0.078  
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  (0.094)   (0.118)  
F∙Ln(Ratet)   0.190    0.106  

  (0.160)   (0.177)  
E∙Ln(Dieselt)   -0.390   -0.714 

   (0.414)   (0.458) 
E∙Ln(Fobt)   -0.227   0.520** 
   (0.215)   (0.232) 
E∙Ln(Ratet)    1.090    0.558 

   (0.704)   (0.724) 
Constant 16.561*** 16.359*** 15.920*** 34.308*** 34.491*** 36.833*** 
 (0.930) (1.032) (1.381) (1.985) (2.473) (3.125) 

R2 0.953 0.954 0.955 0.957 0.957 0.959 

   Notes: Standard errors in parentheses; *: p<0.10; **: p<0.05; ***: p<0.01. 

 

Models using controls qit or Qt both show robust qualitative results. The negative signs estimated for both 

quantity variables are consistent with estimating a reduced-equation model that should resemble, given the 

expected price-inelasticity of ITQs' supply, the estimated coefficient of auctioned ITQs' quantity in an inverse 

demand function for fishing rights. We also obtain expected results for P_Entryt and the dummies ENG, Eng-

Spikes, and Consolidation (see Figure 1). The D93 and D05 dummies show consistent signs, but their statistical 

significance is less clear. 

However, all four controls that are reported grey-shaded in Table 4 show robust but counter-intuitive results. 

These results are inconsistent with competitive bidding behavior. The negative sign obtained for HHIt is 

inconsistent with imperfectly competitive post-auction markets. Nevertheless, it is consistent with the hypothesis 

of bid-rigging at auctions. Higher industrial concentration makes it easier to agree and comply with a collusive 

bidding agreement. 

We tested whether the counter-intuitive signs obtained for Diesel, Fob, and Ratio could be modified once 

we controlled for ITQ buyers' identity. For this purpose, we used the interactive dummies E and F. Dummy F 

gets the value of one for 49% of all auctioned ITQs during our study period (dummy E does it for 10%; see Table 

3). All these ITQs were bought by bidders that were not members of group A1 of incumbents (those most strongly 

suspected of being cartelized). All interactive terms systematically get the opposite signs to those initially 

obtained (without interaction) for Diesel, Fob, and Ratio. Nevertheless, most interactions' estimated coefficients 

did not show statistical significance.  
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 Overall, our estimations show several (robust) inconsistencies with expected results from competitive 

auctions. Thus, our results are consistent with the possibility that bid rigging could have occurred during (at least 

some of) the auctions studied. 

 Once we have controlled for other determinants of APit prices, the estimated coefficients for the Eng-Spikes 

and Consolidation dummies give us a rough estimation of incumbents' willingness to pay to avoid rent dissipation 

associable with further entry into this fishery. Thus, during the English spikes (1995 and 2001 auctions), 

incumbents paid APt prices that, on average, were about 1,300% higher (at models M1-M3), or between [700%, 

800%] higher (at models M4-M6), than the average APt price paid at other auctions in our sample. Similarly, 

during the Consolidation period (2009-2010), APt prices were about 200% higher (in models M1-M6) than the 

average APt price paid at other years in our sample. (When β is the estimated coefficient for a dummy variable, 

the percentage effect on the endogenous variable is exp(β)-1). 

(5.3) Back-of-the-envelope calculation of oligopolistic rents 

Can we explain auctions' price spikes as the result of incumbents trying to protect oligopolistic rents at imperfectly 

competitive final markets? A simple theoretical model of oligopolistic competition can give us some order of 

magnitude about such willingness to pay in an imperfectly competitive, but not collusive, market environment. 

Suppose m firms (j=1, ..., m) competing a-la-Cournot, with firm-specific constant marginal cost, in a 

homogeneous-good final market. Then (following Cowling and Waterson 1976): 

∑ 𝜋𝑗
𝑚
𝑗=1 = 𝑃𝑄

𝐻𝐻𝐼

𝜀
        (4) 

where 𝜋𝑗 is firm j's (variable) profit, P is the final market equilibrium price, Q the equilibrium (aggregate) quantity, 

HHI the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, and 𝜀 the absolute value of the demand price elasticity. Equation (4) shows 

a proportional relationship between the industry's (variable profit/sales) ratio and the HHI index. Thus, more 

rivals imply more intense competition and greater profit-dissipation. Suppose the market now goes from m to 

(m+1) competitors. Denote the initial situation with an upper index "0" and the final position with "1". Then 

(assuming symmetric rivals and a linear inverse demand function): 

∆𝜋𝑗

𝜋𝑗
0 =

𝜋𝑗
0− 𝜋𝑗

1

𝜋𝑗
0 ≈

2𝑚+3

(𝑚+2)2
      (5) 
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Thus, a Cournot incumbent that is trying to avoid rent dissipation --due to a new rival's threat of entry into 

the market-- would be protecting around 26% of its initial rents when m=5, or 44% (of its initial rents) if the initial 

situation were a duopoly. Now, keeping constant the number of bidders at the corresponding yearly auction, the 

average (per bidder) expected bid would be a constant fraction of per-firm rent (Krishna 2002, ch. 2). Thus, we 

should observe with entry-deterrence bidding strategies a 26% increase (when m=5) in the average bid or a 

44% increase with m=2. By contrast, our estimation results imply that, during auctions with incumbents' entry-

deterrence or fighting-for-leadership bidding rivalry, winning bids increased by a different order of magnitude.26 

Therefore, our estimation results provide additional evidence supporting the hypothesis that bid-rigging could 

have occurred in at least some of the auctions studied. 

6. Discussion 

(6.1) On the nature of possible collusion 

Bidding behavior in the auctions studied does not fit auction theory’s predictions about a competitive auction 

setting. Thus, we claim that outcomes at the auctions studied are consistent with coordinated bidding behavior 

among (at least some of) the incumbents. Evidence supporting this claim is stronger during the English phase. 

We have argued that incumbents could have succeeded in coordinating their bids by using two main 

mechanisms: (i) using Pmin as a focal point for incumbents’ bidding coordination and (ii) following market-share-

preserving bidding behavior.  

However, the arrival of the Dutch auctions brought about changes in the auction- and object-designs that 

by themselves would have made it more difficult to sustain incumbents’ bidding coordination. But the Dutch 

auctions also strengthened the potential entry of new firms. It is surely no coincidence that 2003 was the first 

year when an entrant bought ITQs at the resale market, just preceding the beginning of the Dutch period (Table 

A2.2, Appendix 2). That entrant, who at the end of our study period would become the largest company in this 

fishery, kept buying ITQs every year of the Dutch period, at the resale market or via auctions (Appendix 2).  

The entry of new firms during the Dutch period accounts for the existence of an active resale market. 

Potential new entry increases the option value of winning ITQs at auctions and afterward selling quotas in the 

secondary market (Haile 2001). Greater opportunities to sell ITQs in the resale market surely increase the 
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benefits of getting out of a collusive agreement. It may be no coincidence that most of the A1’s firms – those 

incumbents most strongly suspected of being colluded (see Appendix 3), started exiting this fishery from the 

beginning of the Dutch period. By 2010, all but one A1’s firms had exited this fishery. Most of these firms’ ITQs 

were bought by the entrant that was then investing to become the new leading firm in this fishery (Appendix 2). 

As different processes simultaneously unfolded during the Dutch phase (potential new entry, new 

auctioning rules), we cannot say whether bid-rigging may have continued during this period. New entry surely 

added uncertainty to the process of firms’ bidding interactions. Notwithstanding the above, a peculiar pattern is 

observed during the last four years (2007-2010) of our study period. At each of these years, APit prices were 

identical for all ITQs sold within each year (see row 5, Table 1). The latter, despite (yearly average) APt values 

changed significantly from year to year. During the English phase, outcomes close to uniform APit prices (within 

year-t auction) only occurred at years when APt approached PMin very closely (see Table 1). These are precisely 

the auctions where bid-rigging most likely happened. Thus, towards the final part of our study period, some type 

of entry-accommodation equilibrium may have occurred (except in the exceptional case of the 2009 auction; see 

Appendix 2). 

(6.2) Why did initial entry only occur through the secondary market and not via auctions? 

In oral auctions, entry threats from newcomers can easily trigger a defensive reaction from most (or even all) 

incumbents, as monitoring costs about rivals’ bids are negligible. Thus, even in the absence of collusion, 

incumbents can quickly raise their bids to block further entry. If incumbents had colluded, they could more easily 

share the cost of entry deterrence (Peña-Torres and Fernández 2010). In this case, newcomers’ expected costs 

(associated with entry deterrence) would probably be higher. 

In contrast, to acquire ITQs through the resale market may only need a bilateral negotiation. In this case, 

entry could be easier. Moreover, monitoring costs for other firms (those not participating in the bilateral trading) 

should be higher in the resale market27 than when observing rivals’ bids at oral auctions. 

Why would an incumbent be willing to sell its quotas in the secondary market? It is enough to have a 

liquidity shock and a higher discount rate (than other incumbents) so that the immediate benefits from selling 

quota can become higher than the present value of a future flow of expected benefits. This incentive would be 
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stronger for smaller firms as their access to funding is usually more expensive.28 Furthermore, recall that during 

the Dutch period, entry became more frequent and the resale market more active. The latter implies greater 

opportunities to sell ITQs, and so it would have increased incumbents’ incentives to get out of a (possible) 

collusive agreement. 

(6.3) Policy issues concerning auction- and object-design decisions 

Some of the chosen auction-design features, such as sequential instead of simultaneous auctions, minimum 

selling prices ex-ante known, and the selection of open- instead of sealed-bid format, probably facilitated 

incumbents’ bidding coordination. For additional evidence supporting this (general) claim, see Klemperer (2008) 

and Hendricks and Porter (2007).  

Some object-design choices also played against the policy goals. In the English stage, (i) full object-

homogeneity, (ii) numerous ITQs offered each year (relative to the number of participants), (iii) ex-ante full 

knowledge about both numbers and sizes of all ITQs to be offered in the incoming and remaining English 

auctions (numbers and sizes all known even before the beginning of the first auction) and (iv) lack of effective 

constraint on the number of fishing rights that ownership-related companies could accumulate throughout the 

sequence of auctions, all them together probably facilitated incumbents’ bidding coordination and entry-blocking 

strategies at auctions. Changes introduced with the Dutch auctions surely made incumbents’ coordination more 

difficult. But they might have been not enough to fully avoid incumbents’ bidding coordination. 

The combined effect from repeated, sequential, and bid ascending auctions of multiple homogenous 

objects generates a pro-collusion environment (Phillips, Menkhaus, and Coatney 2003; Milgrom 1989). Full 

disclosure of awarding results (winners’ identity and winning bids) at each round of the sequential auctions 

produces a fully transparent and repeated market interaction. In this case, monitoring defections is 

straightforward, as it is to punish defectors in the next auctioning rounds. Moreover, auctioning numerous 

production rights per year, with each right representing a small capacity size (relative to fixed costs), reduces 

the short-run gains of defecting from collusion. In sequential bid-ascending auctions, defecting from collusion 

opens the option of acquiring additional rights (versus the collusive allocation). But any extra right would have 

to be fought over and bought at more competitive (higher) prices. This context deflates the gains from defection. 
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Regarding the difficulty of entry by new firms, which is crucial for collusive outcomes to be sustained (Clark 

et al. 2018; Levenstein and Suslow 2006), the use of sequential English auctions --when numerous (and small) 

rights are repeatedly auctioned-- can substantially facilitate incumbents’ coordinated entry-deterrence at 

auctions. The latter is particularly valid when sunk cost indivisibilities are present –sunk fixed costs enhance 

incumbents’ cost advantages (Peña-Torres and Fernández 2010; Klemperer 2008). 

7. Concluding Remarks 

The industry features of our case study make particularly predictable a pro-collusive environment at sequential 

English auctions. However, auction- and object-design decisions did not limit this risk but rather increased it. 

Once auctioning outcomes during the English phase had repeatedly resulted in underperformance (relative to 

the original policy aims), the fisheries regulator tried to reduce collusion risk by improving auction-design (Dutch 

phase). But even then, the auctioneer had to deal with an already seemingly coordinated group of incumbents. 

In this case, flawed initial-design decisions could have long-lasting effects. Bidders can learn to coordinate for 

playing a specific auctioning game and how to coordinate when other selling rules may be in place. 

An important policy lesson from our case study is that when selling multiple production rights at a highly 

concentrated industry, repeatedly over time, auctioneers should avoid using sequential, English auctions. This 

auction format is particularly prone to bidders’ non-competitive behavior. 

A successful cartel crucially depends on its members' ability to deter other firms’ entry into the market. In 

our case study, ITQ’s transferability helped to reduce that ability. ITQs’ full transferability played a key role in 

allowing for earlier entrance of newcomers, first through ITQ leasing and afterward via ITQ buying at the resale 

market. In this way, transferability of auctioned rights helps to restrain the risk of bid ridding. It introduces 

incentives to reap, quicker than other members of the collusive scheme, the short-run benefits of acquiring 

production rights (at collusively deflated awarding prices) and then selling them to newcomers, who will be eager 

to get a share in collusion-triggered extra-normal profits.  
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Appendix 1. Barriers to Entry in the Chilean Seabass Industry 

There are significant barriers to entry in this fishery due to fixed sunk costs, both in harvesting and international 

marketing. Vessels in this fishery are capital intensive and largely sunk cost. They use species-specific gears 

and are subject to very tight entry regulations, both in Chile and other parts of the world (Bravo 2001). Thus, 

vessels operating in Chile’s EEZ face similar entry restrictions in case they wished to operate in other fishing 

grounds of similar commercial value.  

Another barrier to entry arises from the minimum efficient scale of operation in this industry. Most of Chile’s 

seabass production is export oriented. This business typically requires (a) performing fishing operations 

diversified into several whitefish species (to deal with commercial portfolio risks) and (b) country-specific 

investments (fixed sunk cost) to create marketing networks to and within export markets. Both (a) and (b) 

demand deployment periods at which suppliers can gain the trust of wholesalers in end-consumer markets. 

Building trust and brand-reputation are important requirements in seafood marketing (Kaufmann 2013). Few 

large traders predominate in the international wholesale marketing of seafood products. Expanded scales of 

operation serve as signals of credible reputation (Geirsson and Trondsen 1991; Doeringer and Terkla 1995; 

Anderson 2003).  

Most producers with Chilean seabass fishing operations either have vertical integration or use longer-term 

contracts with specific distribution networks at major export markets (U.S., Japan, and other East Asian 

countries). Few large wholesalers dominate in each of these markets, investing heavily in brand equity 

positioning. Thus, getting reliable access to large international wholesale brokers is an important barrier to entry 

in this industry. We can therefore think of firms operating in the Chilean seabass industry as being part of a 

global oligopoly market at which few multinational suppliers compete; and whose fishing operations, at different 

fishing grounds, are integrated with country-specific distribution networks in different end-consumer markets 

(Peña-Torres and Fernández 2010). 
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Appendix 2. Entry Pressures and Price Spikes 

Figure 1 and Table 1 (main text) show that awarding prices (AP) rocketed at some auctions. At each of these 

auctions, there were entry pressures that triggered more intense bidding competition. Table A2.1 reports the 

entry threats that occurred at auctions during the English and Dutch periods. Entry threats include both 

successful and failed entry attempts. The five auctions with price spikes are grey-shaded in Table A2.1. 

The two price spikes during the English phase coincide with the only two auctions where entry attempts 

occurred (Figure 1). However, both entry attempts failed. In both cases, a group of incumbents bought all the 

ITQs on offer. In 1995, 4 incumbents made turns to buy all (10) licenses on offer. In 2001, 5 incumbents again 

made turns to buy all ITQs on offer; 4 of these incumbents had also bought ITQs in the 1995 auction. As a result, 

the awarding (AP) prices spiked, well above the winning prices observed at the other English auctions (for more 

details on entry deterrence during these years, see Peña-Torres and Fernández 2010). 

The first (2004) Dutch auction was the first time when a newcomer did enter. On that occasion, the entrant 

bought 3% of TAC (out of 9% on offer in total). Awarding (AP) prices increased in this auction but did not spike. 

The third price spike occurred at the second (2005) Dutch auction. Here there was a big jump in the number of 

potential entrants that participated in the auction (see Figure 1). Two entrants bought ITQs (in total, 3.5% of 

TAC; see Table A2.1). The greater number of participants in this auction surely led to stronger bidding 

competition. 

In the following three auctions (2006-2008), there were again successful entrants. Average awarding (AP) 

prices in these auctions were higher (though did not spike) than the average AP during the English phase. Three 

aspects stand out of the entry events observed in the 2006-2008 period. First, only 1 entrant – out of five 

newcomers in total that bought ITQs during the Dutch phase—kept itself operating in this fishery until the end of 

our sample period. Second, from 2006 onwards, the single surviving entrant (Globalpesca) kept buying ITQs at 

each of the following Dutch auctions. Third, most of the ITQs awarded to newcomers --who later exited this 

fishery-- were eventually acquired by Globalpesca. Towards the end of our study period, Globalpesca became 

the largest harvester (46% of TAC) and exporter (35% of total export value) in this fishery. Globalpesca’s 

transition path --to become the new market leader in this fishery-- started by initially operating only with ITQ 
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rentals. Later it combined both ITQ’s renting and buying. Only once Globalpesca’s operations had achieved a 

market share of about 10% of TAC in this fishery, it started buying ITQs through the public auctions (Table 

A2.2).29 

The 2006-2008 period was a transition period in terms of market leadership in this fishery. As Globalpesca’s 

market share steadily increased, Pesca Chile’s share (until then, the largest incumbent) did the opposite. The 

2009-2010 auctions were part of the consolidation of a new market leader (Globalpesca) in this fishery. In both 

auctions, the only bidders who acquired ITQs were the two leading firms (Table A2.1). The price spikes observed 

in these two auctions reflect a ‘fighting-for-leadership’ rivalry that was then unfolding between the two largest 

firms in Chile’s seabass industry. 

Table A2.1 Entry threats at auctions (English and Dutch phases) 

Auction for 
fishing 
year: 

Potential  
Entrant 

PE/T 
Successful 

Entry? 

(% 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝐴𝐶 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑏𝑦 𝐸)

(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 % 𝑇𝐴𝐶 𝑎𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑑)
 Other information 

1995 
Angelini 
Group 

1/9 N 0 
Big economic conglomerate in Chile 
(with large investments in different 
Chilean fisheries) 

2001 Pesq. Albatros 1/9 N 0 

Small (regional) fishing company with 
spare fishing capacity but no well-
established access to relevant export 
networks. 

2004 (E1) Sta. Isabel 1/5 Y (3/9) Small fishing Co. 

2005* 

(E2) Empacadora 
del Pacífico 

9/14 

Y (0.5/9) 
During 2005 it sold its ITQs to 
Globalpesca. 

(E3) Océano 
Atlántico 

Y (3/9) 

- Small fishing Co. 
- Soon after the auction, this firm's ITQs 
became all void (did not pay 1st 
installment). P. Chile, Sta. Isabel, and 
Globalpesca were the next buyers of 
these ITQs. 

2006* 

Sta. Isabel 

3/6 

y (1/19) 
- At the end of 2006, this firm sold all its 
ITQs. Globalpesca bought them all. 

(E4) Globalpesca Y (4/19) 

- In 2005, Globalpesca caught 13% of 
SB landings in Chile while owning 8% 
of TAC. 
- Globaspesca started fishing SB by 
first renting ITQs (since 1999). Later 
she also bought ITQs in the secondary 
market (since 2003) 

2007* Globalpesca 2/5 Y (1/10)  

2008 

Globalpesca 

2/5 

Y (1/10)  

(E5) Foodcorp Y (1/10) 

Small fishing Co. This same year this 
firm sold all its ITQs to another small 
company (which soon ended up renting 
these ITQs). 

2009* Antartic Sea ** 4/6 Y (2/10) 
Ownership-related to the 2nd largest 
firm in Chile's SB industry. 
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Globalpesca Y (3.5/10) 
- In 2009, Globalpesca caught 46% of 
SB landings in Chile while owning 22% 
of TAC. 

2010 

Antarctic Sea ** 

2/4 

Y (3/10)  

Globalpesca Y (3.5/10) 
- In 2010, it caught 46% of SB landings 
in Chile, while it owned 42% of TAC. 

Notes: T= Total number of participants at each auction; PE= Number of Potential Entrants; Ei: Entrant i; Yes: Y; No: N; SB: Chilean 
seabass; *: in these years, we only report details about the successful entrants. **: Antarctic Sea Fisheries S.A. was a de facto sister 
company of one of the largest incumbents in this fishery (Pesca Chile). We count this firm as a 'potential entrant' only in Table A2.1. It 
helps us to reveal a 'fighting-for-leadership' rivalry. 

 

Table A2.2. Matrix of Entry Events (secondary quota market) 
(Numbers are expressed as % of the corresponding TAC) 

Source: Own elaboration based on Subpesca (official) data. 
Notation: SQB= Quota buying at the secondary market; QR: Quota renting at the secondary market; QA= Quota buying at auction.   
Colors: Green shows the starting of quota buying at auctions; Blue shows the starting of quota buying at the secondary market; Yellow denotes the 
year of a complete exit from this fishery. 

Appendix 3. Industrial Concentration at the Chilean Seabass Fishery  

From its beginning, the auctioning process was confronted with a small number of participants in this fishery, 

either if we measure industrial concentration by market shares in total annual landings or shares in quota 

ownership (see Figures A3.a-b, this Appendix). During the period studied, the number of ITQ owners declined 

from 11 (1993-94) to 5 (2010; see Fig. A3.a), while harvesting firms fell from 9 to 3 (Fig. A3.b). Similar numbers 

apply to auction participants (see Table 1). Thus, from the beginning of the auctioning process, high industrial 

concentration implied a nontrivial risk of bidders' collusion. 

             Fishing Year →

   Entrant  SQB QR SQB QR SQB QR SQB QR SQB QR SQB QR SQB QR QA SQB QR QA SQB QR QA SQB QR QA SQB QR QA SQB QR QA SQB QR QA

(1) Globalpesca 1.5 11.8 10.1 5.8 3.6 6 2 0.5 5.7 0.5 8.8 4 8.5 7.7 1 12.1 1 23.4 3.5 16.5 6.5 3.5

Total Quota holding */

Landings

(2) Santa Isabel 3 0 1 0 1 -5

Total Quota holding */

Landings

(3) Empac. Pacífico -0.5 0.5

Landings

(4) Océano Atlántico 0 3 -3

Total Quota holding */

Landings

(5) Foodcorp -1 1

Landings

(6) Isla Edén 1 0 0 -1

Total Quota holding */

Landings

(7) Emdepes SA 0.016 0.02 0.09 0.12

Total Quota holding */

Landings

(8) Calcurrepe 2.4 1.2 2 1.9 1.8

Total Quota holding */

Landings

6 8

2003 2009 20102007

19

32.1

1

1

1

0

42.1

1.2

0 0

2 1.9

0 0

1.8

0.12

2001 2004 2005

3

2.6

5.8 3.6 1.8 5.3

0 0

2008

12.9

8.2

45.9

22.1

46.1

0

0.02 0.09

10.1

Entry and fishing operations only via QR:

0 0 0

2000

0.016

1

0

10

0

1998 1999

1.5

0 0

11.8

2.4

0

3

0.5

5

3.1

3

0

0

14

19

24.1

20062002

0
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 All incumbents belonged to one or another of two (fishing) Trade Associations (groups A1 and A2). There 

is evidence that each Association's members repeatedly engaged themselves in different sorts of trading: e.g., 

mutual trading at the resale quota market or joint operations to combine catch landings and export contracts 

(Subpesca's ITQ-holding records; IFOP's export records; Isofish 1999). These natural groupings, into two Trade 

Associations, of all incumbents that participated at the auctions, may have been instrumental in facilitating 

incumbents' bidding coordination. (Source: interviews held with Subpesca's staff). 

 We have seen that getting access to large international wholesalers is an important barrier to entry in this 

industry. Exporters play a fundamental role in accessing trading networks. During most English auctions, the 

largest exporter (which belonged to group A1) controlled 50% or more of Chilean seabass products' exported 

tonnage. The second-largest exporter (which belonged to group A2) had market shares that ranged between 

19%-28% during the 1997-2003 period. Other exporters' shares were much smaller.  

High industrial concentration at the exporting stage could facilitate the enforcement of collusion at auctions. A 

leading exporter could use its advantageous market positioning to punish defectors from a coordinated bidding 

scheme.  

 By contrast, during most of the Dutch period, the industrial concentration at the exporting stage steadily 

declined. From the early 2000s onwards, it occurred an increasing entry of new exporters. The HHI index, 

measured in terms of firms' exported tonnages, monotonically fell from 3200 (the year 1997) to a minimum of 

1062 (years 2006-07), to then showing a partial recovery, up to a value of 1908 (the year 2010). In parallel, 

during 2003-2010, most group A1's firms progressively shift their Chilean seabass operations out of Chilean 

waters (Isofish 1999). By 2010, only one of A1's members remained operating in this fishery. 
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Fig. A3.a. Shares (%) in Quota Ownership (% TAC)  Fig. A3.b. Shares (%) in Total Annual Landings 

 
Source: Own elaboration based on Subpesca's data. 

Appendix 4. Revenues in a Reference Auction Model 

Here we explain theoretical revenues obtained from a numerally calibrated model where (N>1) bidders compete 

in sequential first-price auctions for multiple (T>1) objects (ITQ licenses) offered each year. Yearly auctions are 

assumed to be independent processes. Other assumptions of the reference model (it is based on Salant 2014, 

ch. 6) are: 

1. Each auctioned object represents 1% of TAC. The number (T) of auctioned items is year specific. The 

value T results from considering the TAC's percentage auctioned each year (Table 1, row 1). 

2. The number N of bidders is also year specific. It corresponds to the actual number of participants at each 

auction (Table 1, row 8). 

3. At the beginning of each year, each bidder j's demand function for objects i on sale (i=1,…,Ij) is drawn from 

a uniform distribution in the [0,1] interval, where Ij ≥1 denotes bidder j' number of demanded objects (per 

year). Denote bidder j's demand function by (per-object) valuations 𝑉𝑗
𝑖. Within a given auction, valuations 

𝑉𝑗
𝑖 remain fixed throughout the sequence of auctioned objects. When making bids, each bidder knows his 

valuation and all previous bids. 

4. Valuations 𝑉𝑗
𝑖 are private information. However, any bidder can perfectly predict, based on the observed 

number of bidders, the total number of objects demanded. Based on the Chilean seabass fishery's stylized 

facts, let us assume the two largest bidders demand, each one, Ij=4 objects per (yearly) auction. Regarding 
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the remaining bidders, each one demands X objects (Ij=X) per year, where X is subject to sensibility 

analysis in our empirical calibration of the analytical solution to the model. Figure 3 (main text) reports the 

resulting revenues for X= (1.5; 2; 2.5). At a given auction, each bidder j can get, at most, the total number 

Ij of objects he demands, but the exact number of objects awarded to him depends on whether his 

valuations 𝑉𝑗
𝑖 are higher or lower than the (per-year constant) equilibrium price of the auctioned objects. 

5. Bidders are risk-neutral and have no budget constraint. 

6. Given this set of assumptions, each bidder can estimate the expected value for the (T+1)-ordered (bidder's) 

valuation 𝑉𝑗
𝑖 among all bidders' valuations per year (M valuations in total, with 𝑀 = ∑ 𝐼𝑗

𝑁
𝑗=1 ), once all M 

valuations have been ordered from the highest to the lowest value. In our simulations, we assume M>T. 

The expected value for the (T+1)-ordered valuation will be the expected awarding price for the last (T)-

auctioned object at a given (yearly) auction. This result is because the competition for the last-auctioned 

item will behave as a static first-price auction. Thus, its awarding price will correspond to the second-highest 

valuation for the last auctioned object, i.e., the expected value for the (T+1)-ordered valuation (Krishna 

2002; Salant 2014). 

 Then, solving by backward induction and assuming competitive arbitrage between the different objects 

auctioned each year, the expected (per-object) equilibrium price (denote it by P) will be the same, within a given 

year, for all T objects auctioned that year (Salant 2014, ch. 6). Mathematically: 

𝑃 =
(𝑁𝑎−𝑇)

(𝑁𝑎+1)
        (A4.1) 

Na is the adjusted number of bidders participating at a given yearly auction, with T (identical) objects on offer. 

The number Na of bidders transforms the original number N of (multi-object demand) bidders into single-object 

demand bidders. Hence, Na=M. Thus, in our simulations: 

𝑀 =  𝑁𝑎 = [2 ∙ 4 + (𝑁 − 2) ∙ 𝑋]      (A4.2) 

X is the (simulated) number of objects that each bidder demands per yearly auction (except the largest two 

bidders at each auction –we assume each of these two bidders demands four objects per year). 
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To transform the theoretical equilibrium price P into the scale of the observed awarding prices, we 

calculated an empirical valuations' support equal to [𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥], where 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 correspond to the 

actual (implicit) minimum and maximum valuations per 1% of TAC. We proxy these limit valuations by the 

observed minimum and maximum awarding prices during our study period. We then use the following formulae 

to transform valuations in the [𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥] support into valuations in the range [0,1]:  

𝑥𝑖 =
𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
         (A4.3) 

Using (A4.3), we rescale the theoretical (per-year) equilibrium price P, initially expressed in the [0,1] realm, 

into a price based on valuations Vi in the [𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥] realm. The theoretical revenue per year is obtained by 

multiplying the yearly equilibrium price by the number of objects auctioned each year. These revenues are then 

compared with the collected (actual) revenues.  

The 1993 and 2006 auctions were finally excluded from our calibration exercise. We did so for two reasons. 

First, the percentage of TAC auctioned in each of these two auctions was significantly higher than in other years 

of our sample (90% and 19% of TAC, respectively). Thus, in both years, the ratio (number of auctioned 

objects/number of bidders) was substantially higher than in other years. This feature led to outlier results for the 

theoretical revenues. Second, in the first auction, most of the TAC was initially allocated. Thus, it seems 

reasonable to assume that incumbents' collusion in that auction was unlikely (Peña-Torres and Fernández 

2010). 

Appendix 5. Autocorrelation tests 

To test for autocorrelation, we first computed the Wooldridge test for serial correlation. This test is designed to 

check for autocorrelation in a panel-data structure. This test can be conducted using an unbalanced panel with 

gaps (Druker 2003). We ignore the fact that our data follows a pseudo-panel structure. Instead, we assume that 

the panel unit's identifier is the order at which an ITQ is auctioned, and the time variable is the auction year. The 

estimation uses robust standard errors (clustered at the order variable level). Table A5.1 (below) shows that we 

fail to reject the null (H0: no autocorrelation) at 95% of confidence, but not at 90% (we reject the null if we are 
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willing to accept up to 10% of error when doing so). However, we should read this result with caution, as this 

test is designed for panel-data and not for pseudo-panels. 

As an additional checking, we also tested for autocorrelation by computing a Durbin's test. This test 

assumes a time-series structure. For this purpose, we aggregated our data computing per-auction averages. 

Thus, we computed the test using 18 yearly average observations. Because dummies F and E have different 

values within an auction, their averages are continuous variables between 0 and 1. We thus computed the test 

for two variants: (i) using dummies rounded to the closest integer, and (ii) using continuous values. The model 

to be tested uses OLS and robust standard errors. We fail to reject the null (H0: no autocorrelation) for all models 

and variants (Table A5.1). From this whole set of results, we conclude that autocorrelation is not a relevant issue 

in our estimation strategy. 

Table A5.1. Autocorrelation tests for preferred models 
(H0: No autocorrelation) 

 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 

Wooldridge test       
F statistics 3.475 3.542 3.363 4.592 4.437 4.160 
(p-value) (0.095) (0.093) (0.100) (0.061) (0.064) (0.072) 

Durbin's test (rounded values)       
F statistics 0.026 0.181 0.183 0.087 0.067 0.553 
(p-value) (0.879) (0.712) (0.710) (0.780) (0.819) (0.535) 

Durbin's test (continuous values)       
F statistics 0.026 0.188 0.026 0.087 0.085 0.087 
(p-value) (0.879) (0.694) (0.879) (0.780) (0.790) (0.779) 
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† The other authors dedicate this paper to the memory of Cristobal Kaufmann, who died after finishing his Master Thesis 

and just about when the first draft of this paper was starting to be prepared. Cristobal did a great job ordering and processing 

different (and not always consistent) databases while also helping us to develop hypotheses about the issues here studied. 

1 This species (Dissostichus eleginoides) is also commercially known as Patagonian Toothfish. It is one of the most 

expensive whitefish worldwide. This fishery also has the longest record in Chile of ITQs allocated via public auctions. 

2 Imposing restrictions on fishing quotas’ transferability is a frequent outcome worldwide (Kroetz, Sanchirico, and Lew 2015). 

Regarding the use of auctions for allocating catch quotas, Chile is one of the very few countries in the world that has 

repeatedly allocated ITQs by using public auctions at several of its industrial fisheries. Since February 2013, Chile renewed 

for 20 additional years its previously 10-year-valid ITQ legislation, and it is currently considering wider use of quota allocation 

via public tendering. Now, up to 15% of TACs -- at the most important industrial fisheries-- are allocated via public auctions 

(Peña-Torres 2015). Other cases are (a) the geoduck (Panopea abrupta) fishery in Washington State/US (Huppert, 2007); 

(b) the very short-lived experiences with public tendering of fishing rights in Estonia and the Russian Far East (Anferova, 

Vetemaa and Hannesson 2005; Eero, Vetemaa and Hannesson 2005; Vetemaa, Eero and Hannesson 2002); and (c) the 

Parties to the Nauru Agreement (PNA)’s recent experience, since 2015-2016, with public tendering of fishing (vessel day) 

permits in the Western Central Pacific (multi-country) tuna fisheries. 

3 For example, think of allocation of rights for (i) exploiting state land suitable for forestry (Athey, Levin and Seira 2011; 

Athey and Levin 2001; Baldwin, Marshall and Richard 1997), (ii) exploring and drilling on underground reserves of oil and 

natural gas (Haile, Hendricks and Porter 2010; Porter 1995; Hendricks and Porter 1988), (iii) using marine sites for 

aquaculture (Townsend and Young 2005); (iv) providing air transport services or using airport slots (Brueckner 2009); (v) 

using the electromagnetic spectrum (Klemperer 2008; Cramton 2002); or (vi) using air-pollutant emission permits (Dijkstra 

and Haan 2001; Joskow et al. 1998). 

4 Defendants of using auctions to allocate fishing rights, instead of free distribution (grandfathering), also emphasize that 

competitive auctions can unveil the true scarcity value of fish resources, even under informational asymmetries between 

auctioneer and bidders. And the resulting transfer of rents to the state, with the distributive policies it entails (Marszalec 

2018; Bromley 2009; Macinko and Bromley 2002). More critical opinions about using auctions pinpoint dynamic 

inefficiencies (e.g., weaker incentives to invest resource rents) that can result from extracting resource rents from fishing-

right holders (Anderson, Arnason and Libecap 2011). 
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5 Until early 2014, in Chile, there had been only three other (small) industrial fisheries at which yearly auctions had been 

used to allocate catch quotas. However, in these three cases, the use of annual auctions either suffered a delayed start or 

posterior interruptions. In the latter case, interruption lasted, in some cases, several years due to conditions of fishing 

collapse and fishery closure (Peña-Torres 2002a, 2015). 

6 The other 10% of TAC was initially assigned on a grandfathering basis: 3-year valid ITQs (entailing 10% of TAC) were 

assigned to the single incumbent firm with (pre-auctions) official landing records in this fishery.  Afterward, this firm’s fishing 

rights were renewed for another ten years (in proportion to the % of TAC that it caught during the first three years of 

operation of the ITQ scheme). 

7 If two or more bidders accepted the offered price simultaneously, an ascending price auction among them defines the 

winner. If no bidder accepted the auctioneer’s last offered price, that license was not sold. The latter never happened. 

8 Subpesca keeps a record of all participants (not only the winning bidders) at each of the auctions studied. 

9 The calculus of APx+1 in expression (1) assumes that (a) the present value (PV) of the expected annual flow of tons 

accruing over ten years from all ITQs sold at December year-x auction (call the quantity component of this PV as ‘equivalent 

tons’ which are valued at the constant per-ton price APx+1 (see LHS of expression 1), is equal to (b) the PV of ten identical 

annual installments (R) to be paid for buying all ITQs auctioned at December year x (see RHS of expression 1). We assume 

that the bidder’s expectation about future TACs (denoted by �̅�𝑥+𝑡 in expression 1) is the average of the last three previous 

years to the corresponding auction date (or the available years if these were less than three). 

10 There are high fixed costs in this industry and most of them are sunk (Appendix 1). Also, in most of the auctions studied 

ITQs sold represented (in total) no more than 10% of TAC. Thus, only a fraction of the annual fishing trips per company 

was at stake at each auction. These three features imply that fixed costs, and therefore differences between bidders’ scales 

of operation, probably played no significant role in bidders’ calculation of the relevant opportunity costs (per extra ton of 

fishing right at stake) for deciding how much to bid for the ITQs on offer. 

11 Both (a) shares in ITQ ownership at year t and (b) buying shares in ITQs sold at the auction for fishing year t+1 are 

measured in terms of annual tons of fishing rights embedded in the corresponding ITQs. 

12 Interdependent values mean that bidder i‘s value is given by a function 𝑉𝑖 = 𝑣𝑖(𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑖 , … 𝑋𝑛), where 

(𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑖 , …𝑋𝑛) is a vector of value signals received by bidders 1 to n. In the standard case, bidder i makes his offer 

knowing only his signal and not knowing the auctioned object’s real value. Affiliated signals mean that the signals 
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(𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑖 , …𝑋𝑛) are positively correlated. It intuitively means that if some of the signals Xi are all large values, then it is 

more likely that the remaining signals will also take high values (Krishna 2002). 

13 In this case, we would have a private value model. In this setting, the standard (risk-neutrality) case leads to revenue 

equivalence between both auction formats. There is a private value case at which a Dutch auction yields higher revenues 

than the English format: i.e., when bidders are so risk-averse that they overbid in the Dutch format as they are afraid of 

losing the auctioned object (Krishna 2002). However, this possibility does not seem relevant to our case study. In practice, 

bidders could preserve their market shares in quota ownership, apparently without needing to bid too strongly, throughout 

most of the auctions’ sequence. 

14 Given the observed ranking of collected revenues during the English and Dutch periods, the no-affiliation assumption can 

be interpreted as a conservative benchmark for assessing the revenue ranking between both auction formats. With affiliated 

signals and risk neutrality, the theoretical revenue ranking goes precisely opposite to what is observed in our case study. 

15 Part of the empirical literature on collusion in auctions takes advantage of prior knowledge about the existence and 

structure of a cartel. Conley and Decarolis (2016), Askel (2010), Pesendorfer (2000), and Porter and Zona (1993, 1999) all 

analyze bidding practices of antitrust-scrutinized cartels. For example, Porter and Zona (1993, 1999) test for differences in 

behavior between ring members and nonmembers, taking advantage of limited participation in the collusive scheme. This 

identification strategy does not apply to our case, as we do not have detailed data on (suspected) cartel membership. 

16 This group of firms includes suspected members of a possible bidding ring. During the period studied, all incumbents that 

participated at the auctions belonged to one, or another, of two (fishing) Trade Associations. Call them groups A1 and A2. 

Group A1’s firms are the ones most strongly suspected of being part of a possible bidding cartel (according to interviews 

held with Subpesca’s staff; see Appendix 3). Notice that during different years of the 1993-1999 period, most of group A1’s 

firms were denounced, and in some cases sanctioned, for fishing illegally Chilean seabass, either within Chile’s EEZ or in 

waters under the CCAMLR’s jurisdiction (Isofish 1999). 

17 This assumption is consistent with ITQ buyers’ standard practices (verified by the authors of this article in their role as 

consultants for participants of ITQ auctions in Chile). 

18 In our estimations, we also tried an alternative quantity regressor. Denote it by Qt, with 𝑄𝑡 = ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑡𝑖  (for fishing year t). 

When using qit we assume APit prices are affected by the equivalent tons of fishing rights embedded in each i-object but 

not by the (expected) tons of fishing rights embedded in the remaining ITQs offered at year t. When using Qt, we assume 
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APit prices are better explained by the total (expected) equivalent tons of all fishing rights offered at the year-t auction. 

Qualitative estimation results did not change when using qit or Qt. See Table 4 (below) 

19 Only big factory trawlers operate in this fishery's industrial fraction. The other fraction of the fishery comprises small-scale 

artisanal vessels that operate at coastal waters. 

20 During the 1997-2010 period, frozen fillets represented 84% of the total exported volume of Chilean seabass-processed 

products from Chile. 

21 From the total exported value of Chilean seabass products during 1997-2010, 49% went to the US, 40% to Japan, and 

6% to China. 

22 Our basic premise is that bidders fundamentally care about profitability measured in CLP, as their Chilean seabass fishing 

operations are based in Chile. 

23 Ideally, we would like to have measured HHI directly at the exports level. But we did not have consistent time-series 

exports data for all our sample period. Nonetheless, larger fishing firms in this fishery are vertically integrated to export 

activities or subject to tight vertical controls (via longer-term contracts) with big international fishing wholesalers. Thus, at 

the harvesting stage, changes in industrial concentration tend to be positively correlated with (de facto) changes in industrial 

concentration at the exporting stage. 

24 We report results obtained with standard errors (SE) clustered by auctioned ITQs’ order of selling at a given annual 

auction. This option led to slightly smaller SE (versus robust SE without clustering). 

25 For example, we estimated models with all price variables expressed in the same currency (either in CLP or USD, all in 

real terms). For reasons already explained, we believe the results reported in Table 4 are economically more logical. 

Nonetheless, all relevant qualitative results were strongly robust in all these variations. We also estimated models using 

one-year lagged values for both Fob and HHI controls. We did so, thinking that some bidders might have market power in 

final markets. In this case, the use of contemporaneous HHI and Fob may imply specification errors. However, in these 

model variations, all relevant qualitative results remained, again, unchanged. Thus, being consistent with how other controls 

are included in our estimation model, Table 4 reports results when all controls are contemporaneous. We also used control 

Nt as an alternative to P_Entryt. Again, relevant qualitative results did not change. As this modelling aims at analyzing the 

possibility of bid rigging, we believe P_Entryt is a better proxy, than Nt, to control for the expected intensity of bidding 

competition. More details about these alternative estimation results can be requested from the authors. 
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26 If the final market were a Stackelberg oligopoly (with m firms in the initial situation), for a (symmetric cost) Stackelberg 

leader the corresponding expression in (5) would be 1/(m+1). Thus, with m=5, the related rent dissipation, due to an 

additional follower’s entry into the final market, would be 16.7% (33% if m=2 and 50% if m=1). 

27 In this fishery, there was no easy-access public register of ITQ trading in the resale market. 

28 Smaller incumbents were among the first ones to sell ITQs in the secondary market. This selling trend did start, 

coincidentally, with the arrival of the Dutch auctions.  

29 Globalpesca was a technological pioneer in this fishery. It was the first company to use a new fishing net that increased 

catch yields in this fishery. This innovation reduced sperm whales’ and orcas’ predation on Chilean seabass (see The 

Economist October 26th, 2017). 


